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Abstract: With the rapid development of industrialization and urbanization, air pollution is increasing at an alarming rate in 
many developing countries. The four air pollutants which are becoming a concerning threat to human health are namely 
respirable particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter and sulphur dioxide. The models which are currently used for 
air quality prediction by comparing to the AQI indexes do not give satisfactory results, which inspired us to examine the methods 
of predicting air quality based on deep learning using the K-Mean Clustering algorithm and Image Processing Technique. The 
interpolation, prediction, and feature analysis of fine-gained air quality are three important topics in the area of air computing. 
A good interpolation helps to estimate the limited air quality monitoring stations whose distribution is uneven in a city; an 
accurate prediction provides valuable information to protect humans and take necessary measures to reduce the effect of air 
pollution; a reasonable feature analysis is used to provide a more effective and general model. Overall, finding solutions to these 
topics can bring out extremely useful information to support air pollution control, and consequently generate great societal and 
technical impacts. 
Keywords- Air quality prediction, Interpolation, Prediction, Feature Analysis, Deep Learning, Air Quality Index[AQI], K- Mean 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Air pollution is an alarming environmental issue that is attracting attention globally. The global warming and depletion of the ozone 
layer has caused adverse effects like rise in sea level, fast melting of glaciers, rise in the temperature and unforeseen climatic 
changes. The pollution in air has seen a drastic increase after the industrial revolution. One of the dangerous parts of the air 
pollution is particulate matter, which is a composition of both liquid and solid particles. It may occur naturally due to volcanoes and 
fire bursts or by human involvement such as power plants and vehicle emission. The transition of population from rural to urban 
shifting is also seen as a leading factor in increase in pollution level. The three important topics in the area of air quality analysis are 
interpolation, prediction, and feature analysis. A good interpolation helps to estimate the uneven distribution of limited air quality 
monitoring stations in a city; an accurate prediction provides valuable information to protect humans and take necessary measures to 
reduce the effect of air pollution; a reasonable feature analysis is used to provide a more effective and general model. Overall, 
finding solutions to these topics can bring out extremely useful information to support air pollution control, and consequently 
generate great societal and technical impacts. However, there still exist few challenges in urban air computing such as insufficient 
monitoring stations due to the excessive cost of building and maintenance, incomplete and missing labels of historical data and also 
it is difficult to comprehend what sorts of information are the main applicable points for interpolation and prediction. In this paper, 
we introduced a deep learning based method for air quality prediction. We inferred the fine‐grained air quality information 
throughout a city using historical air quality data reported by a limited number of existing monitor stations and a variety of data sets 
observed in the city. Deep learning can be successfully applied to image classification, prediction tasks and object detection 
processes. We have used K‐means clustering, image processing techniques and deep learning in our model for prediction and 
feature selection. Our study will provide important information of air pollution levels and its quality in a particular city by using 
AQI, so that it will be helpful for the government to take necessary measures for pollution control. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Air pollution is one of the serious problems in the urban cities, where particulate matter (PM2.5) has a greater effect on humans than 
any other impure substances. This PM2.5 is a dangerous part of the air pollution due its adverse effects on humans as well as other 
living things. The proposed work aims at predicting air quality by using Random forest algorithm with air quality index provided by 
the respected government agencies[1]. In this work we make use of feature analysis for prediction processes to provide a more 
effective and general model. The proposed model considers various data taken for a number of hours and days from Bangalore, 
India.  
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This dataset will be helpful for training the system, later we compute real time datasets for predicting the pollution levels in that 
city, this predicted information will provide crucial information which will be helpful for pollution control and management. In this 
paper, an air quality prediction system using the Air quality Index and random forest algorithm is proposed.[2] The basic idea is to 
find out the amount of particulate matter present in the air which will be further helpful to find out pollution levels in a particular 
city. For this large number of datasets is gathered from a particular city for example, Bengaluru. Feature selection is used to reduce 
the number of attributes and obtain only relevant attributes which will be helpful for prediction. We use data mining techniques for 
extracting and cleaning the datasets and AQI is used for labelling it. The datasets are used for training the random forest system and 
a new set of datasets is used for testing the system. Finally, real time data is used for predicting the pollution levels.[3] The 
predicted output will provide crucial information which will be helpful for pollution control in urban cities. This proposed system 
provides highly reliable and accurate predictions. Further research can be done to improve the system to predict more accurately and 
user interfaces can be implemented to provide the predicted information to individuals for pollution control and management. 
Furthermore, studies will be able to find out the origin of the polluted particles and experiments will provide solutions to the 
pollution control in urban cities[4]. 
This paper discusses three vital matters in the area of urban air computing, namely, the interpolation, prediction, and feature analysis 
of fine‐gained air quality. The solutions to these important topics can provide crucial data to guide air pollution control, and 
consequently generate great societal and technical impacts.[5] Most of the current models focus on solving the three issues one by 
one with the help of setting up different models for each. In this project, we improve an everyday and superb approach called 
DAL[6] to unify the interpolation, prediction, feature selection and evaluation of the fine‐grained air pleasant into one model. To 
improve the performance of interpolation and prediction, we utilize the inherent qualities of the spatio‐temporal facts and the data 
contained in the unlabeled records by embedding spatio‐temporal semi‐supervised learning on the external layer of the neural 
network. We additionally suggest a different approach to function selection[7] in the input layer of the neural network, whose 
optimization is easy to clear up and performance is good in eliminating the unnecessary information or irrelevant features. The 
proposed characteristic choice and analysis method has the capacity to show some internal working of the black box deep network 
models. Extensive experiments are conducted on real records sources showing that DAL is ultimate to the contrast opponents when 
solving the matters of interpolation, prediction, and feature analysis of fine‐gained air quality.[8] 
This work focuses on building an XGBoost model that considers meteorological data of Velachery, a commercial station in Tamil 
Nadu collected from the database of the Central Control room for Air Quality for Air Quality Management. The model is built by 
considering the following elements in air such as Carbon Monoxide, Benzene, Eth benzene, Nitrous oxide, Nitrogen Oxides, Ozone, 
PM2.5, SO2 and Toluene.[9] Other than the above mentioned pollutants, this model also considers the highly fluctuating 
meteorological parameters like pressure, relative humidity, wind speed, temperature and wind direction of the geographical region. 
Also, this paper attempts to rank the most influential meteorological factors that highly contribute to air quality. [10]The freshness 
of this model is that the decision trees that were integrated for a complete tree will be weighed based on the importance of the 
feature being considered. The meteorological factors of the model presented in this paper are ranked based on their contribution to 
the pollutant level. The factors are assigned weights between 0 and 1 based on the percentage of contribution. The weighted or 
ranked features are spanned as decision trees in the ensemble XGBoost. Since XGBoost spans shallow interpretable trees, the 
prediction could be made very easily.[11] This correlation among the factors also plays a crucial role, since the weakly correlated 
features are given very lower significance. This proposed model is deployed to predict the air quality index of the data obtained 
from the Central Control room for Air Quality Management. Velachery which is a commercial station in Tamil Nadu served as a 
testbed for the model. This model shows a reduced error rate when compared with other machine learning algorithms and also ranks 
the meteorological factors based on their order of importance. This model resulted in lower RMSE values which makes it suitable 
for real me AQI prediction.[12] 
Air quality information, such as the amount of NO2, PM2.5, and PM10 in the air, for the real‐time prediction, is very useful and 
important to control air pollution and protect human beings. In this paper, authors have infer the real‐time and fine‐ grained air 
quality information throughout a city using ﴾historical and real‐time﴿ air quality data reported by the monitoring stations[13] in the 
city and a variety of data sets were also collected that was observed in the city, like meteorology, traffic flow, human mobility, 
structure of road networks etc. The contribution of this paper lies in the following three aspects for prediction of air quality: The 
Authors have proposed a co‐training‐based semi‐supervised learning approach, which leverages unlabeled data to improve the 
inference accuracy. Additionally, this approach consists of two classifiers respectively modeling the spatial and temporal factors that 
influence air qualities. Secondly, The Authors have also identified spatially‐related and temporally‐ related features ﴾e.g., humidity, 
temperature, and traffic flow﴿, which contributes to not only this application but also the general problem of air quality inference. 
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[14] The Authors have first calculated a co‐training‐based approach using the information obtained in Beijing, resulting in an overall 
﴾Precision=0.828, Recall=0.826﴿ for PM10 and ﴾Precision=0.808, Recall=0.798﴿ for NO2. The results obtained from this paper is 
that of linear interpolation, a classical dispersion model, and some well‐known supervised learning models like Decision Tree and 
CRF. So, according to the authors, applying all features to the SC or TC is worse than our co‐ training‐based approach. Beijing 
﴾about 0.76﴿. These results demonstrated the approach is applicable to different city environments and seasons. It is very useful and 
important to control air pollution and protect human beings. In this paper, authors have infer the real‐time and fine‐grained air 
quality information throughout a city using ﴾historical and real‐time﴿ air quality data reported by the monitoring stations in the city 
and a variety of data sets were also collected that was observed in the city, like meteorology, traffic flow, human mobility, structure 
of road networks etc. The contribution of this paper lies in the following three aspects for prediction of air quality:[15] The Authors 
have proposed a co‐training‐based semi‐supervised learning approach, which leverages unlabeled data to improve the inference 
accuracy. Additionally, this approach consists of two classifiers respectively modeling the spatial and temporal factors that influence 
air qualities. Secondly, The Authors have also identified spatially‐related and temporally‐ related features ﴾e.g., humidity, 
temperature, and traffic flow﴿, which contributes to not only this application but also the general problem of air quality inference. 
The Authors have first calculated a co‐training‐based approach using the information obtained in Beijing, resulting in an overall 
﴾Precision=0.828, Recall=0.826﴿ for PM10 and ﴾Precision=0.808, Recall=0.798﴿ for NO2. The results obtained from this paper is 
that of linear interpolation, a classical dispersion model, and some well‐known supervised learning models like Decision Tree and 
CRF. So, according to the authors, applying all features to the SC or TC is worse than our co‐ training‐based approach. Beijing 
﴾about 0.76﴿. These results demonstrated the approach is applicable to different city environments and seasons.[16] 
 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Our proposed work consists of Air Parameters, Data Pre-Processing, K Means Clustering and Air quality index, air Quality 
prediction architecture is shown in figure below: 

 
Fig.1 

 
We introduced a deep learning based method for air quality prediction. We inferred the fine-grained air quality information 
throughout a city using historical air quality data reported by a limited number of existing monitor stations and a variety of data sets 
observed in the city. We utilize the characteristics of the spatiotemporal information, and also the information contained within the 
unlabelled information, to attain spatiotemporal semi-supervised learning within the neural network. Deep learning can be 
successfully applied to image classification, prediction tasks and object detection processes. After the collection of the dataset, data 
pre-processing methods are applied to the air parameters. Data pre-processing methods include Data Cleaning, Data Reduction, Data 
Transformation and Data Integration. We have used K-means clustering, image processing techniques and deep learning in our 
model for prediction and feature selection. 
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A. Data Pre-Processing 
The datasets collected for the prediction are in raw data format in which contain some unwanted data which aren't necessary for 
analysis and is not feasible. To overcome this problem data pre-processing is used where the dataset is cleaned and obtained from 
the raw datasets, this process is referred to as data pre-processing. This process involves several steps in order to convert raw data 
into a reduced clean data of small datasets. 
Data pre-processing involves four steps, it includes: 
1) Data Cleaning: This is the process of  identifying and removing null values or unwanted values. 
2) Data Integration: It is the process where many different data are compared to get a combined view. 
3) Data Transformation: This is the  process where data is transformed from one format to another. 
4) Data Reduction: This is the technique which is applied to reduce the no. of parameters  in the dataset, so that only the required 

attributes are used for the prediction. 
 

B. K-Means Clustering Algorithm 
K-means clustering is a method used for  vector quantization.  It aims to partition n observations into k clusters where each 
observation belongs to the cluster to the nearest mean, giving as a prototype of the cluster. The algorithm will categorize the items 
into k groups of similarity.This results in a partitioning of the data space into cells.  This algorithm tends to find clusters within 
comparable spatial extent. This algorithm has a loose relationship with the nearest neighbor classifier, the machine learning 
technique used for classification is often confused with k-means due to the k in the name. 
 
C. Air Quality Index (AQI) 
Air Quality Index (AQI) is  tables which  categorise and has its own  range which is used to predict air pollution level and its health 
impacts on humans and animals. AQI is implemented by the government in order to tell people how much the air is polluted. The 
increase in AQI results in a hazardous  impact on human health which may lead them to severe health issues. The higher the AQI 
value, the more air is polluted and  greater the health concern.  When AQI values reach above 100, air quality is unhealthy. The AQI 
is divided into six categories. Each category corresponds to a different level of health concern. Each category also has its own 
specific color. These colors make it easy to quickly determine whether air quality is reaching unhealthy levels in their communities. 
Table III shows the adverse effect of air pollution:  
  

Table III 

 
 
D. Image Processing Techniques 
The  image processing technique refers to processing of  images which are digital, i.e. removing the noise and  irregularities present 
in an image uploaded using the digital computers. All these noise or irregularities may enter into the image either during  formation 
or during transformation taking place etc. For analysis mathematically, an image may be defined in two dimensional functions x and 
y where x and y are plane coordinates, and the amplitude of any of these pairs of coordinates x and y is called the intensity or gray 
level of the image at that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of a function are all finite, discrete quantities, it's called a digital 
image.  a digital image is composed of a finite number of elements, and the element has a particular location and value. These finite 
elements are called picture elements or image elements . Pixel is the most widely used term for referring to digital images. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The experiments demonstrate our proposed model which is an effective and promising solution to the topics of interpolation, 
prediction, and feature analysis of fine-gained air quality. The performance of the model is superior to the performances of the 
compared methods for interpolation and prediction. The main relevant and irrelevant features to the variation of PM2.5’s 
concentration in Andhra Pradesh are revealed by feature selection and association analysis in. Further, the location of the pollution 
sources is also revealed by analysis of the interpolation results of PM2.5’s concentration using. Fig.2 shows our dataset used while 
performing the experiment for the prediction of AQI and status of the city with the help of image processing technique. We are 
obtaining datasets from a government organization website known as “Central Pollution Control Board”. From this we can obtain 
different datasets of various air parameters which exist in the air. Only specific parameters are considered to predict the pollution, 
where individual parameters have their own distinct range of values for predicting pollution. 

Fig.2 

Further, after prediction our model can be used on any trained data and images to know the AQI and the status of its pollution. Due 
to being based on small training datasets our model first needs to train the images and datasets for prediction.  
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Fig.3 

Later, using the basemap matplot library and using K-Mean clustering, our model shows the graphical representation between the 
actual vs predicted AQI which is shown below Fig.3. We can analyse different parameters of the air by comparing by using graphs, 
several graphs will be obtained. All the scatter plots from the graphs are combined which will give comparative results between 
parameters. 

 
Fig.4 

V. CONCLUSION 
Our proposed model studies the three important topics in the area of urban air computing for prediction: the interpolation, 
prediction, and feature analysis of fine-gained air quality. The solutions to these three topics which are interpolation, feature 
analysis, spatiotemporal  provides us the crucial information to support air pollution control in different cities, and consequently 
generating the great societal and technical impacts on the cities. We have inferred the fine-grained air quality information 
throughout a city of Andhra Pradesh which include different industrial, rural and urban areas using historical air quality data 
reported by a limited number of existing monitor stations and a variety of data sets which was observed in the city. Extensive 
experiments are conducted on real data sources collected from different cities of Andhra Pradesh which include urban, rural and 
industrial areas. These dataset is between years 1990 to 2005. There are some limitations of this model like a large amount of 
training samples has to be studied for accurate prediction, lack of the data and historical information, obtaining higher accuracy is 
challenging, prediction and feature selection may vary from place to place due to change in air humidity and climatic changes. 
Future more modification in the model can work on real time prediction and more accurate predictions can be made within less 
time. 
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